
HOW LONG IS THE COMMON APP ESSAY SUPPOSED TO BE

Learn about the proper length for your college essays, including why you should never go over the word limit in the
Common Application.

You won't be allowed to enter anything over words. As you plan your essay, you definitely want to keep the
length requirement in mind. I now take ownership over small decisions such as scheduling daily appointments
and managing my time but also over major decisions involving my future, including the college admissions
process. Instead, ask yourself why you hit a wall at words. We stayed up half the night talking. Good luck! But
preoccupied with new friends and a rigorous course load, I failed to notice that the tables had turned. Your
growth can also be left open-ended if you are still learning from your experiences today. Was your family
stranded on vacation with no power for five days? This will require many elements working together in
harmony. Additionally, the word activities and extracurriculars paragraph is now gone, so you can focus your
time and energy on the bigger essay. Related Posts. Realize the purpose of the personal statement is not to tell
your life story or to give an exhaustive overview of all of your accomplishments. If you need to use black ink,
you shouldn't use orange ink. My parents work, work, work to keep the shelves stocked and the customers
coming. That said, if you've said all you have to say in words, don't try to pad out your essay to words with
filler and redundancy. Everything else can go. If you've chosen the right focus for your essayâ€”one that
reveals something meaningful about youâ€”you're going to need far more than words to provide the type of
detail and self-reflection that makes an essay effective. Be sure to execute the essay clearly and justify your
decision by seeking high-quality feedback from reliable sources. Share an essay on any topic of your choice.
With the August release of CA4 the newest version of the Common Application , the guidelines changed once
again. If a college requires an essay, it is because it has holistic admissions and wants to get to know its
applicants as more than a list of grades and standardized test scores. It's roughly the equivalent of a two-page,
double-spaced essay. Be careful to frame your hypothetical problem clearly, explain why it is a problem,
outline the important points, and explain your steps to create a solution. Finally, she challenged this idea of
being different for the sake of being different to discover her real interests. How has the setback changed the
way you view arguments and fights now? If you can paint a clear picture for your reader by providing details,
you are much more likely to lodge a marker in their memories. Updated April 28, Students applying to
colleges that use the Common Application will typically need to respond to one of seven essay prompts. Focus
on what action or experience caused you to recognize the need for change and follow with your actions and
resulting outcome. What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more? Best of luck from the
CollegeVine team! The personal statement is not the place for long lists or catalogs of achievement. In the first
sentence, we understand that you enjoyed certain activities. Try to use them for good and not for evil. Learn
more about how our Applications Program can help your chances of admission. That said, you should never
go over the limit. If you've said all you have to say in words, don't try to pad your essay to make it longer.
What or who do you turn to when you want to learn more?


